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ABSTRACT

The continued burning of fossil fuels as a source of energy is contributing to greater
concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) in the atmosphere. Increased levels of CO2
in the atmosphere have been linked to an increase of global mean surface temperature. To mitigate the continued release of CO2 , projects to capture this gas at large
point sources and sequester it in geologic formations are in place. Carbon dioxide
sequestration in basalts promises permanent trapping of the fluid as these rocks react
with carbonic acid and precipitate carbonate minerals. It is important to monitor
the injection of CO2 to assure it is not leaking into freshwater aquifers or towards
the surface. Seismic methods are a geophysical tool that can be useful in monitoring
physical changes in a reservoir.
To study the feasibility of using seismic methods to monitor rock property changes
in this type of sequestration, I perform elastic wave laboratory experiments on basalt
core at reservoir conditions. This thesis quantifies the elastic and physical property
variations for basalt rocks exposed to CO2 and water. When CO2 is injected into
a water-saturated basalt, two elastic wave propagation effects are expected: 1) the
substitution of a more compressible fluid such as CO2 for water decreases the Pwave velocity and 2) stiffening of the rock, resulting from the dissolution of basalt
and forming minerals under acidic conditions, P- and S- wave velocities increase
as carbonates precipitate in pores and cracks. Although theoretically these are the
expected changes in wave velocity, there have not been any previous studies on elastic
iv

rock properties in basalts with CO2 and on real time mineralization on whole basalt
core.
At ultrasonic frequencies and at a differential pressure of 17.2 MPa (depth of
1Km), I measure a 10% decrease in velocity due to CO2 substituting water, but at
seismic frequencies (2-100 Hz) I observe a velocity decrease between 3% and 10%.
The amount of change results from the frequency dependent velocity when basalt
cores are saturated with water. Larger elastic changes due to fluid substitution are
measured for the bulk modulus, with an average change of 30%. The water and CO2
saturated rock bulk modulus is modeled with two rock physics theories. For the three
measured samples, Gassmann’s theory predicts the measured data at frequencies lower
than 20 Hz, but underpredicts ultrasonic modulus measurements. Kuster-Toksöz, an
elastic theory developed for high frequencies, predicts the ultrasonic measured bulk
modulus when rock analysis on pore distribution and shapes is incorporated into
the computations. The differences in measured elastic properties with frequency and
pressure are directly related to the amount of open cracks and compliant pores in
these rocks.
To estimate the effects of carbonate precipitation on elastic properties, the basalt
samples are placed in a reactor vessel at reservoir conditions to instigate mineralization. Wave velocity on dry basalt samples is measured with a laser ultrasonic system
before reactions occur and at two reaction time intervals: 15 and 30 weeks. P-wave
velocity estimated from direct arrivals increases on average by 6.7% for the first 15
week measurement and an average change of 7.8% from 15 to 30 weeks. When analyzing the data with coda wave interferometry, the basalt shear wave velocity increases
on average by 1.8% from 0-15 weeks and 1.9% from 15-30 weeks. Rock microstructure
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and composition analysis before and after rock alterations support these velocity observations. Porosity and permeability decrease by 1.7% and 20%, respectively and the
mineral precipitate is observed in a variety of pore shapes and sizes from 3D CT-scan
images. I observe carbonate precipitation (possibly with iron and magnesium composition) from analyzing vesicles and crack walls in thin sections. From petrography,
I interpret that the glassy groundmass is the source of dissolution, as crystals are not
observed to be altered after 30 weeks of reaction.
Although basalt flows are difficult to image with seismic methods, previously
modeled time-lapse changes from coda waves in layered basalt were able to resolve
a 5% velocity change. Because the velocity data reported in this work for fluid
substitution and mineral precipitation are equal or greater to 5%, I conclude that
field-based seismic methods can potentially monitor fluid and rock changes in a basalt
reservoir. This work also contributes information for developing the use of elastic
waves to monitor rock alterations in CO2 -water environments present in other geologic
settings such as active volcanoes, mid-oceanic ridges, and geothermal reservoirs.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

Increased levels of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) in the atmosphere have been linked to climate changes, including an increase in global mean temperature (Bryant and Bryant,
1997). The use of fossil fuels contributes to the release of CO2 into the atmosphere
increasing greenhouse gases, which are gases in the atmosphere that absorb and emit
radiation. To mitigate the emission of CO2 , it can be captured at high volume point
sources and injected into the subsurface. Large sources of CO2 include coal burning
and (Aaron and Tsouris, 2005), some geothermal power plants (Oelkers et al., 2008).
CO2 is also being co-produced with oil and natural gas (Torp and Gale, 2004). Geological sequestration of CO2 is a large scale option to reduce the emissions of this
gas into the atmosphere. Several on-going sequestration projects have been successful at injecting and monitoring CO2 (Gislason et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2012; Davis
et al., 2003; Torp and Gale, 2004). The migration of subsurface CO2 when mixed
with water can be monitored with geochemical tracers and water chemistry analysis and geophysical techniques. CO2 can be sequestered to enhance oil production
(e.g. Weyburn field) (Davis et al., 2003) or be disposed in a saline aquifer such as
Sleipner and Cranfield fields (Torp and Gale, 2004; Lu et al., 2012). At the Sleipner
gas field in Norway, CO2 is separated and re-injected into a brine saturated sandstone (Torp and Gale, 2004). The sandstone layer is part of the Utsira formation
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with a porosity range from 27 to 42 percent, and a thickness of over 200 meters.
At Weyburn field (Canada), CO2 is currently sequestered into a carbonate reservoir
to enhance oil production. In the United States, the Cranfield project injects CO2
in a salt-cored simple domal structured oil and gas field that has been produced to
depletion in southwest Mississippi. At this site, CO2 has been stored and monitored
using geophysical methods in this sandstone reservoir since 2008 (Lu et al., 2012).
These current geological sequestration projects are all in porous sedimentary rocks
capped with an impermeable layer, mostly shale.
Monitoring CO2 flow in the subsurface is important to assure sequestration or
to identify leakage areas. One variation of sequestration of CO2 is mineral trapping, where CO2 mixes with formation fluids and reacts with the host rock to form
carbonates (Bachu et al., 1994). Basalt is a rock that contains minerals that can
dissolve and precipitate as carbonates in the presence of CO2 and water. This type
of sequestration permanently traps CO2 , as the chemical reaction turns liquid CO2
into solid carbonates, rendering it immobile. The formation of carbonates can occur
within 181 days according to Schaef et al. (2010). For this reaction to occur, certain
minerals such as plagioclase, olivine, and pyroxene must be present, dissolve, and
release metal cations (e.g. calcium, magnesium). Recently, significant efforts have
focused on understanding CO2 , water, and mineral reactions in basalt rocks from
laboratory measurements in the geochemistry community (Gislason and Hans, 1987;
Matter et al., 2007; McGrail et al., 2006; Schaef et al., 2010). These laboratory scale
experiments on crushed samples have been designed to simulate pressure and temperature conditions similar to those found in the field. In practice, mineral precipitation
would fill the rocks pore space and fractures, which alter the physical properties of
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the rock such as porosity, elastic moduli, and seismic velocities.
Geophysical methods, seismic methods in particular, can be used to monitor
changes in the reservoir due to CO2 sequestration (Torp and Gale, 2004; Davis et al.,
2003). Time-lapse seismic surveys are repeat surveys over time, and can be used to
monitor the progression of the CO2 plume in a sequestration and trapping scenario
for field development. Changes in porosity, rock mineral composition, and saturating
fluids can vary the elastic properties of rocks. If changes in seismic wave velocity due
to fluid substitution and mineralization in the laboratory are significant, then it might
be possible to monitor the CO2 migration with surface or borehole seismic methods.
Therefore, quantifying the changes in rock elastic properties in the laboratory will
determine the feasibility of remotely monitoring this type of reservoir in the field.
Changes in the elastic properties of basalts due to both fluid substitution and
mineralization at in-situ reservoir conditions are quantified with specially designed
laboratory experiments. The changes can be correlated to rock velocity, permeability, porosity, and mineralogy. When CO2 is injected into a basalt reservoir, two
(competing) physical reservoir changes occur. At early times, fluid displacement
(substitution) occurs, when liquid CO2 replaces water. CO2 being a softer, less viscous fluid, has a lower P-wave velocity, causing a overall decrease in velocity. At
later times, mineralization fills the cracks and pores, stiffening the rock frame and
increasing seismic velocities. To study the changes in rock velocity, two separate
experiments are performed. The first analyzes the effects of fluid substitution, and
the second studies mineralization. First, I analyze the effects of fluids on the moduli and velocity from stress-strain and transducer ultrasonic experiments at reservoir
conditions. Second, I monitor the mineral precipitation on dry basalts by scanning
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the rock sample with non-contacting laser ultrasonics before and after it is placed
in a vessel that contains a CO2 -water mixture facilitating mineralization. I expect
the initial fluid substitution to cause a drop in P-wave velocity, but as mineralization
progresses, the P- and S-wave velocity will increase. The purpose of this thesis is to
quantify these changes in wave velocity and correlate this to physical changes in the
basalts.
Imaging basalts with seismic methods in the field is not easy. Liberty (1998)
clearly images the top of basalt/rhyolite sequences at depths between 200 and 800 meters, but deeper reflectors are harder to observe. However, recent work shows that
by integrating surface seismic with other geophysical techniques (magneto-telluric,
gravity) better imaging of the subsurface in basalts can be achieved (Robinson, 2011;
Colombo et al., 2012). Coda waves, which are waves that scatter multiple times in
the formation, can be used to monitor small elastic changes in the subsurface. Khatiwada et al. (2012) show that with a seismic borehole modeling experiment, coda
waves can be used to monitor velocity changes in a basalt layer within a sequence of
sediments-basalts. Their work indicates that if my velocity measurements on basalt
show changes greater than 5%, there is a possibility of using elastic waves to monitor
rock property changes due to CO2 injected in basalt.
This thesis is divided into three chapters. Chapter 2 describes ultrasonic frequency
measurements on basalt cores when fluids and pressures are varied. Two elastic rock
physics models, Gassmann and Kuster-Toksöz, are used to predict the measured data
for when CO2 replaces water. Chapter 3 describes low frequency measurements on
basalt cores as fluids; confining pressures and frequency are varied and compared to
predictions from Gassmann’s fluid substitution relation. Finally, Chapter 4 looks at
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the changes in elastic rock properties due to mineralization. Basalt samples are set in
a reaction vessel with a water-CO2 mixture and removed at 15 and 30 weeks. Baseline
velocity measurements are compared to 15 and 30 week measurements and to a range
of petrographic analysis that include: porosimetry, CT scans, thin sections, X-ray
fluorescence (XRF), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) data.

1.1

Geologic Background

The seismic laboratory experiments are performed on basalt samples collected from
an outcrop in the Snake River Plain near Hagerman, Idaho from the Gooding Basalt
flow, Figure 1.1. The Snake River Plain (SRP) is divided into three regions, the Western Snake River Plain, the Central Snake River Plain, and the Eastern Snake River
Plain (Figure 1.2). The Western SRP is a normal-fault bounded basin and range
structure that is 70 kilometers wide and 300 kilometers long (Wood and Clemens,
2004). The initiation of extension in the Western Snake River Plain may be related
to the passage of the North American plate over the Yellowstone hot spot (Clemens,
1993). Eruption of basalt in this basin occurred during two different time periods,
9-7 million years ago and 2.2-0.4 million years ago (Bonnichsen and Godchaux, 2004;
Shervais et al., 2004). The eruptions produced subariel and subaqueous lava flows
as well as phreatomagmatic tuffs, resulting in many different lithologic formations.
The Eastern SRP, is structurally much different than the Western SRP. Most of the
extension in the Eastern SRP is due to down-warping associated with basalt intrusion rather than marginal faulting (Wood and Clemens, 2004). Where the Eastern
SRP and Western SRP converge is known as the Central SRP. The middle of this
intersection is the Twin Falls region.
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Figure 1.1: The location where I collected out samples was near Malad Gorge. The
samples likely belong to the Gooding basalt unit (Qgb). Map from Kauffman et al.
(2005).
The Twin Falls regional eruptive center (TFREC) had many volcanoes that erupted
from late Miocene to Pliocene. Basalts in the Twin Falls region were divided into a
number of informal groups and map units by Bonnichsen and Godchaux (2004), and
their terminology has been adopted for this thesis. The average chemical composition
of the basalt in the Twin Falls region have higher iron and lower aluminum content
compared to the Eastern or Western SRP basalts (Bonnichsen and Godchaux, 2004).
Based on the locations and bulk rock chemical analyses of my samples, the basalts in
this study belong to the basalt of Gooding Butte Figure 1.1. The age of these basalts
fall between the Pliocene and Pleistocene.
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Figure 1.2: The Snake River Plain. Red (QTb) are basalt lavas, green (QTf) are
rhyolite lavas and pyroclastic rocks, tan (QTg) are sedimentary rocks, and blue (Tmb)
are basalts older than 5 million years.
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CHAPTER 2:
ULTRASONIC LABORATORY
MEASUREMENTS ON THE EFFECTS OF
FLUID SUBSTITUTION ON THE ELASTIC
PROPERTIES OF BASALT

2.1

Summary

In a carbon dioxide geological sequestration scenario, it is important to monitor the
plume flow and verify that there is no leakage into other layers. Surface and borehole
geophysical seismic methods can be used to monitor the movement of CO2 . To study
the feasibility of monitoring the CO2 fluid replacing water in a basalt reservoir with
seismic waves, I perform laboratory measurements on core. This chapter describes the
methodology and results of ultrasonic elastic measurements taken on three different
basalt samples. The velocity and moduli measurements are performed at controlled
pressure conditions resembling those of a reservoir at 1 Km in depth (effective pressure
of 17 MPa). When CO2 replaces water, the P- and S-wave velocities change on
average by -10% and -1% , respectively. The sensitivity to fluids is greater for the
bulk modulus (K), changing by -10 GPa, or -30% when CO2 replaces water. The
samples show a significant increase in velocity with confining pressure up to 17 MPa.
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The velocity sensitivity to pressure is due to the closure of cracks or compliant pores
and is corroborated with petrograpy. I finally test the feasibility of predicting the
saturated bulk modulus with Gassmann’s relation and the Kuster-Toksöz’s model.
The water-saturated K estimated by Gassmann underestimates the measured moduli
for these three samples; while K computed using Kuster-Toksöz’s equations for a
combination of penny shaped cracks and spherical pore predicts the measured bulk
modulus.

2.2

Introduction

In an attempt to mitigate CO2 emissions into the atmosphere, CO2 sequestration in
basalt flows have been proposed. To test this idea, a pilot sequestration project in the
Columbia River Basalts is underway (McGrail et al., 2011). To test the feasibility of
monitoring the initial fluid substitution of CO2 for water in a basalt reservoir, I must
understand the physical changes that occur with varying fluids at high frequencies. If
I gain understanding of these physical properties, I can determine if it is possible to
monitor the plume using geophysical methods. I can use measured ultrasonic data to
test the applicability of known models used to predict the effects of fluid substitution.
At ultrasonic frequencies, the effect of fluids on velocity has been studied for many
years. The decrease in ultrasonic P-wave velocity with decreasing water saturation in
granite, dolomite, and limestone was observed by Nur and Simmons (1969). Todd and
Simmons (1972) used ultrasonic transducers to measure the velocity changes while
varying the confining pressures with constant pore pressures on granite and limestone
samples saturated with water. Ultrasonic velocity measurements for dry carbonate
rocks and saturated with oil/water mixtures and CO2 , have been performed at varying
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confining pressure in the laboratory by Wang et al. (1998). They showed that when
CO2 substitutes oil/water mixtures, it changes the bulk modulus drastically with
little change to the bulk density, creating a decrease in Vp . The elastic properties of
basalts have also been observed. Stanchits et al. (2006) studied the ultrasonic velocity
changes due to the effects of confining pressure on the elastic properties of both basalts
and granite. Cerney and Carlson (1999) used basalt drilled from Southeast Greenland
margin during Ocean Drilling Program Leg 163 to study the types and concentrations
of cracks and their effect on seismic properties. They found it possible to model the
relationship between cracks and velocities. Adelinet et al. (2010) performed low (10−2
Hz) and ultrasonic (106 Hz) frequency measurements on basalt saturated with water
and dinitrogen. They studied how cracks and fluids control the measured moduli and
velocity for their samples.
A propagating wave compresses the rock pore space and creates pore fluid pressure
disequilibrium. At low frequency, there might be enough time for the pressures to
equilibrate. However, at ultrasonic frequencies, the fluids do not reach pore pressure
equilibrium. This results in an un-relaxed moduli measurement, where the measured
saturated bulk modulus is higher at ultrasonic frequencies than at low frequency.
The change in velocity as a function of frequency is called dispersion. Guéguen et al.
(2011) observed that fractures, even though they represent a small percent of the
porosity, can cause significant velocity dispersion due to squirt flow processes. The
squirt flow process (Dvorkin et al., 1995) relates the effect that transitioning fluid has
on the apparent high-frequency bulk modulus. As the frequency increases, the fluid
has less time to move from thin compliant pores to stiff pores.
In this chapter, I study the effects of fluid, pressure, and rock microstructure on
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the elastic properties of basalts. I use measurements with different fluids to test models designed to predict changing moduli due to fluid substitution. The applicability
of these models depends on its ability to successfully predict the measured moduli
simply by changing the input parameters of each fluid.
I gathered basalt samples from talus block just below an outcrop near Hagerman,
Idaho in the Western Snake River Plain (Figure 1.1). Basalt micro-structure, mineralogy, porosity, and permeability are characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD),
X-ray fluorescence (XRF), mercury porosimetry, helium porosimetry, permeability,
CT scans, and thin sections. These analyses will aid in explaining what physical
properties cause moduli changes with changes in fluid and pressure. Laboratory
analyses of the rock samples also provide input parameters for the models I use to
predict the changing moduli due to changes in fluid and rock structure.

2.3

Sample Characterization

The three basalt field samples are cored to cylinders of 2.54 and 3.81 centimeters
in diameter and lengths ranging from 6.35 to 9 centimeters. An image of the three
samples is shown in Figure 2.1. Rocks B1 and B3 are coarsely vesicular, while rock
B2 has smaller vesicles.

2.3.1

Mineralogy

X-ray diffraction (XRD) uses X-rays to determine the minerals that are present in a
rock. XRD measures diffraction intensity as a function of angle to identify different
minerals. The results for the XRD analysis are displayed in Table 2.1. The XRD
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Figure 2.1: Photographs of the basalt cores. Notice the similarity between samples
B1 and B3. The vesicle sizes and color are alike, while sample B2 has much smaller
vesicles and a lighter color.
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Sample/Minerals %
Plagioclase
Pyroxene
Olivine
Gypsum
Ilmenite
Total

B1
B2
B3
62.7 67.3 66.3
19.3 15.1 13.0
13.8 12.2 15.5
1.7 0.7 0.6
2.5 4.7 4.6
100 100 100

Table 2.1: Mineralogical rock composition based on XRD measurements. The XRD
analysis only recognizes crystaline materials and is insensitive to glass; the abundance
of minerals may be overestimated if there is glass contained in the groundmass.
Makeup %
B1
B2
B3

Groundmass Plagioclase
50.4
25.2
0.0
40.2
53.0
26.0

Olivine Pyroxene Opaques Void
6.8
0.0
0.0
17.0
19.6
11.7
16.6
11.7
9.1
0.0
0.0
11.8

Table 2.2: Point counts for all three samples. The term groundmass in samples B1
and B3 refers to nearly opaque and isotropic material that is likely a mixture of glass
and crystals too small to be identified under a microscope.

analysis indicates that the three samples contain plagioclase, pyroxene, olivine, and
minor amounts of ilmenite and gypsum. The XRD results for samples B1 and B3
show containment of pyroxene, which is most likely contained in the groundmass,
because pyroxene was not visible under the microscope. Sample B2 does not contain
any glass in its groundmass but contains easily identifiable pyroxene. XRD analysis
performed on Columbia River Basalt samples by Schaef et al. (2010) showed a similar
composition to our samples. Point counts 2.2 on the thin sections help determine the
amount of glass in the samples not measured by the XRD.
Thin sections of samples B2 and B3 are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. Sample B2 has fine grained groundmass and small crystals within and large
phenocrysts suggesting that it cooled at a slower rate than B1 and B3. Sample B2
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Figure 2.2: Thin sections of sample B2. The blue in the left panels represents epoxy
filled pore space in plane-polarized light. The panels to the right are the same thin
section, shown in cross polarized light. The elongated rectangular shaped minerals
are the plagioclase. The olivine is shown in the right image as having a blue tint.
most likely came from the interior of a porphyritic lava flow. Sample B1 is similar
in texture and vesicle size to B3. The large phenocrysts nucleated prior to ascent to
the surface. The smaller groundmass crystals and glass cooled and crystallized above
ground at a faster rate.
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Figure 2.3: The thin section of sample B3, the blue represents epoxy filled pore space.
The image to the right is the same thin section shown in cross polarized light. The
elongated rectangular shaped minerals are the plagioclase. The olivine is shown in
the right image as having a blue tint.
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Oxides %
B1
B2
B3

SiO2 Al2 O3
44.72 13.67
44.75 13.02
45.44 14.30

Fe2 O3
19.65
17.92
16.58

CaO MgO Na2 O TiO2
8.64 5.96
2.40
3.41
8.87 6.94
2.35
3.51
8.91 6.57
2.45
3.46

K2 O MnO P2 O5
0.81 0.25 0.77
0.76 0.24 0.73
0.75 0.22 0.76

Table 2.3: Rock oxide composition estimated from XRF measurements in weight
percent. Notice the similarity between all three samples.

2.3.2

Geochemistry

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) uses X-rays to irradiate a sample and causes the elements
in the sample to fluoresce. The wavelengths of X-rays emitted by florescence are
analyzed to determine which elements are included in the sample. Table 2.3 shows
the XRF analysis of the basalt samples. These rocks are different from the basalts of
McGrail et al. (2006) for which XRF is used to analyze the components in Columbia
River Basalts. My samples have 5% higher Fe2 O3 and 1% higher MgO, and 6%
lower SiO2 . When compared to the CRB samples, the rest of the elements are similar. Bonnichsen and Godchaux (2004) categorized basalts in the Western and Central
Snake River Plain based on their major oxide composition; they defined five categories
based on the proportions of Fe and Al. A basalt containing 17% or more of Al2 O3
is considered a High-Al basalt. A basalt containing between 16-16.99% of Al2 O3 is
a Al-enhanced basalt. A basalt containing 15.99% or less of Al2 O3 and 14.99% or
less of Fe2 O3 is a Snake River Olivine Theolite (SROT) basalt. Basalts containing
between 15 and 15.99 Fe2 O3 are Fe-enhanced basalts. Finally, basalts that contain
more than 16% Fe2 O3 are named ferrobasalts. My samples are clearly ferrobasalts,
and the Gooding Basalt unit is classified as a ferrobasalt (Bonnichsen and Godchaux,
2004).
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2.3.3

Porosity

Porosity was measured using three separate techniques. Mercury porosimetry measured pore throat size distribution and total effective, or connected porosity by injecting mercury. The increase in pressure injection is integrated with the volume
injected to estimate pore throat size in Figure 2.4. I observe two basic pore throat
classifications in my samples. About 80% of the porosity is represented by large pores
with a dominant size of 10-100 microns. The remaining 20% is represented by smaller
pores and possibly fractures. The sample size for all rocks in this measurement was
16 cubic centimeters in volume.
Helium porosimetry was performed in two separate experiments. The sample size
in one experiment was 16 cubic centimeters. The other experiment had a sample size
of 130 cubic centimeters. Helium is forced into the rock and volume and pressure
changes are measured. The helium is less viscous than mercury so it is able to get
into smaller pores yielding a more precise estimate of porosity.
CT scans were performed on all three rocks to image the interior structure without
damaging the sample. CT scans use X-rays to sense density differences in the sample.
The entire circumference is scanned to produce a 2-dimensional image in Figure 2.5,
which is then stacked to create a 3-dimensional volume in Figure 2.6. I can estimate
total porosity by volumetrically summing the CT scan values that represent zero
density. Using this method, the total porosity of the rock can be estimated. The
sample size for the CT scan method of estimating porosity was 50-80 cm3 .
Table 2.4 shows the results of the three separate methods used to estimate porosity. Differences in measured porosity between the helium and mercury result from
fluid access to the rock’s pores. The mercury porosimetry uses liquid mercury, which
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Figure 2.4: Pore size distribution from the mercury porosimetry analysis. The volume
injected with increasing pressure is relative to the pore throat size. Notice the large
amount of mercury injected form 10-100µm; in all three samples, this represents the
larger pores. The smaller pores are represented by the 10-1µm and the fractures are
anything less than 1µm.
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Figure 2.5: CT scans of B1 (top left), B2 (top right), and B3 (bottom). The grayscale
is density, the dark colors represent low density, and lighter colors represent higher
density.
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Figure 2.6: CT scans of B1 (top), B2 (central), B3 (bottom). The images were created
using matlab. The blue color represents pore space, and the warmer yellow and red
colors correspond to higher density materials.
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Sample/Method CT scan 2.54cm φ
B1 (%)
19.06
B2 (%)
13.18
B3 (%)
16.10

CT scan 3.8cm φ Hg φ He 2.54cm φ
17.56
9.88
19.16
13.17
10.27
13.88
15.64
11.22
16.13

Table 2.4: The porosity estimated from different methods.

is significantly more viscous than helium. The mercury porosimetry measures the connected porosity that liquid mercury can access. Because Helium can reach smaller
(but connected) pores than mercury, helium porosimetry estimates a greater porosity.
However, helium would not reach isolated pores. The CT scans estimate porosity of
connected and isolated pores but the limitation is pixel resolution (40µm for the CT
scans). The resolution must be high enough to image fractures or they will not be
included in the calculation. The CT scan is also only performed on a small volume
of the rock and may not be representative of the entire rock.

2.3.4

Permeability

Permeability experiments were performed on the 2.54 centimeter cores by injecting
helium gas. The experiment is performed at different confining pressures. Data is
corrected for gas slippage, the viscosity difference between water and gas, using the
Klinkenberg correction, and is summarized in Table 2.5. As the effective pressure increases, the porosity decreases due to compliant fractures and pores. As the fractures
close due to increasing pressure, the permeability decreases.
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Pressure/Sample B1 k(mD)
6.9 MPa
1.63
12.4 MPa
1.31
17.2 MPa
1.12

B2 k(mD)
0.19
0.16
0.16

B3 k(mD)
1.86
1.54
1.32

B1 φ (%) B2 φ (%) B3 φ (%)
19.16
13.88
16.13
18.68
13.62
15.74
18.41
13.52
15.52

Table 2.5: Permeability (k) and porosity (φ) data, on 2.54 centimeter cores acquired
with helium porosimetry as a function of confining pressure. k has been corrected for
gas slippage.

2.4

Methodology

Ultrasonic wave speeds are measured on the core samples within a closed vessel that
applies a controlled confining pressure. The core sample is prepared by applying
transducers with both P- and S- wave piezo-crystals that record the ultrasonic waveform. Fluid lines run through the transducers into the rock at each side providing a
fluid flow path through the rock. The fluid type and pore pressures are controlled by
a fluid flow pump, as shown in Figure 2.7. The sample is wrapped with a non permeable epoxy layer to separate the pore pressure from the confining pressure. There are
3 scenarios where I acquired data for my rock samples: fully saturated with distilled
water, fully saturated with supercritical CO2 , and dry. The pore pressure was kept
constant for both the water and CO2 saturated samples at 8.3 MPa, which is the
pressure at the target reservoir depth of 1 km. The confining pressure was adjusted
to yield differential pressures of 3.4, 6.9, 10.3, 13.8, and 17.2 MPa for each of the
three fluid types. Samples B1 and B2 have data for all dry, CO2 , and water saturated. Sample B3 developed an unrepairable leak after data was collected for dry and
CO2 only, but there is data for the rock water saturated.
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2.4.1

Results

The first arrivals were picked from the ultrasonic waveforms for both P- and S-waves.
Velocity is estimated by dividing sample length by travel time. Velocity as a function
of pressure for samples B1, B2, and B3 with different fluid are shown in Figures 2.8,
2.9, and 2.10. The velocities increase with pressure in all three samples due to closure
of compliant fractures and pores. Samples B1 and B3 have a much higher pressure
dependence than B2, most likely the result of a higher crack content. This observation
is supported by Figure 2.4, where samples B1 and B3 show a greater content in pore
sizes between 0.7 and 4 µm.
All three samples have a higher water saturated velocity, a 10% increase, when
compared to dry, due to a fluid filling the cracks and pores that has a low compressibility. CO2 saturated velocities are lower than the dry velocities because the liquid
CO2 has the density of a liquid with the compressibility of a gas. Overall B1 and B3
are similar in velocity, and B2 has a faster speed than these due to lower porosity.
Error analysis was performed by fitting a polynomial to the velocity picks following
the methodology described in Adam et al. (2009). The error bars (one standard
deviation of the random error) are the size of the symbol in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.7: The ultrasonic setup. The sample is placed into a pressure vessel where
the confining pressure is isolated and regulated.
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Figure 2.8: The ultrasonic velocity as a function of differential pressure of sample B1
saturated with different fluids. The open symbols are for S-wave velocity estimates,
and the filled symbols are P-wave velocity estimates.
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Figure 2.9: The ultrasonic velocity as a function of differential pressure of sample B2
saturated with different fluids. The open symbols are for S-wave velocity estimates,
and the filled symbols are P-wave velocity estimates.
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Figure 2.10: The ultrasonic velocity as a function of differential pressure of sample B3
saturated with different fluids. The open symbols are for S-wave velocity estimates,
and the filled symbols are P-wave velocity estimates.
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To test the applicability of existing rock physics models to my data, I estimate
the bulk (K) and shear modulus (µ). Assuming the rocks are isotropic, I can use
Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2 to estimate the bulk and shear modulus from measured
velocity. To estimate the bulk density, I use Equation 2.3, where ρm the density of the
mineral, φ is the porosity, and ρf l is the density of the fluid. The porosity was taken
from the helium porosimetry measurements because it better represents the porosity
that water and CO2 would be able to reach. There is a small variability in the
porosity measurements, which could introduce some error into the moduli estimates.
I would like to validate models that predict fluid substitution by comparing them to
my measurements on basalts with different fluids.

Vp =

v
u
uK
t

+ 34 µ
ρb

s

Vs =

µ
ρb

ρb = ρm (1 − φ) + φρf l

2.4.2

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

Gassmann’s Relation

Gassmann’s relation (Gassmann, 1951) is used to predict the bulk modulus of a rock
due to fluid substitution. Gassmann’s equation is most widely used for predicting
fluid effects on the elastic rock properties. Gassmann’s relation was used by Wang
et al. (1998) to predict velocity changes due to substitution of oil/water mixtures
by CO2 . Vanorio et al. (2003) were able use Gassmann’s equation to model water
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saturated clay-quartz mixtures, determining clay content does not significantly alter
elastic properties. Adelinet et al. (2010) used Gassmann’s equation to model low
frequency laboratory measurements.
Gassmann relates the saturated bulk modulus of the rock (Ksat ) to its porosity
(φ) and the bulk moduli of the saturating fluid (Kf l ), mineral (K0 ), and rock frame
(Kdry ) (Gassmann, 1951). Gassmann’s equation for estimating the saturated bulk
modulus is:

Ksat = Kdry +

Kdry 2
)
K0
K
(1−φ)
− Kdry
2
K0
0

(1 −
φ
Kf l

+

.

(2.4)

I can solve the equation 2.4 for Kdry as follows:

Kdry =

0
Ksat ( φK
+ 1 − φ) − K0
Kf l

φK0
Kf l

+

Ksat
K0

−φ

.

(2.5)

There are certain assumptions made in the derivation of Gassmann’s relation. 1)
The rock must be elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic (mono-mineralic). 2) The pores
must be fully interconnected and allow fluid flow, also known as total effective porosity. 3) The rock must be totally saturated and saturation evenly distributed. 4) Pore
fluid pressure must be equalized or relaxed during wave propagation. Gassmann’s
relation has not been studied on basalt at ultrasonic frequencies. Here I test the
applicability of using Gassmann’s relation to predict ultrasonic velocity changes due
to fluid substitution by comparing measured values with those modeled.
I estimate Ksat from measured velocities using Equations 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. The
Kmin is estimated using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average (Mavko et al., 2003). To perform the average, the volume fraction of minerals are estimated from XRD data and
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Sample/parameter Kmin (GPa) µmin (GPa) φ (%) Kf l
B1
80.10
41.47
18.00
B2
84.06
40.87
13.00
B3
86.20
42.04
15.00

CO2 (GPa) Kf l
0.16
0.16
0.16

H2 O(GPa)
2.25
2.25
2.25

Table 2.6: The parameters used in the Gassmann models. The moduli were calculated
using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average and XRD measurements. The fluid properties were
calculated using the NIST calculator.

Kmin from tables in Mavko et al. (2003). The bulk modulus of the saturating fluid
was estimated using the NIST fluid calculator property program. Plots showing the
properties of the fluids with varying pressure are shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12.
Modeling parameters for each sample are summarized in Table 2.6. Gassmann’s relation was used to model both water saturated and CO2 saturated bulk modulus,
estimated from dry measurements. CO2 saturated bulk modulus measurements were
also used to predict the bulk modulus of a water saturated sample. When Gassmann
was used to predict the bulk modulus of CO2 from measured dry data, it under predicted the measured data within the error bars. When either CO2 saturated or dry
measured data was used to predict water saturated bulk modulus, it consistently under predicted the measured value by up to 40%. The source of this constant under
prediction comes from a violation of one or more of the assumptions for Gassmann’s
relation. Ultrasonic measurements may not allow for pore pressure equilibrium. My
rocks may not have total effective porosity or fully connected pores, which also could
result in a higher apparent bulk modulus. In Chapter 3, I show measurements on the
same samples at seismic frequencies and again study the applicability of Gassmann’s
relation at these frequencies.
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Figure 2.11: The density of water and carbon dioxide as a function of pressure at a
temperature of 20 ◦ C. Data from the NIST fluid calculator.
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Figure 2.12: The bulk modulus of water and carbon dioxide as a function of pressure
at a temperature of 20 ◦ C. Data from the NIST fluid calculator.
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Figure 2.13: The measured bulk modulus (closed symbols) of the sample B1 saturated
with different fluids, calculated from ultrasonic velocities. Comparing Gassmann’s
modeled value (open symbols), one can observe that Gassmann’s relation underestimates the measured value.
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Figure 2.14: The measured bulk modulus (closed symbols) of the sample B2 saturated
with different fluids, calculated from ultrasonic velocities. Comparing Gassmann’s
modeled value (open symbols), one can observe that Gassmann’s relation underestimates the measured value.
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Figure 2.15: The bulk modulus for sample B3 calculated from ultrasonic velocities
with Gassmann’s modeled value.
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2.4.3

Kuster and Toksöz

Gassmann’s relation was not applicable to my ultrasonic data, because it is a theory
for low frequency measurements. Therefore, I moved into modeling a high frequency
effective media rock physics theory such as Kuster and Toksöz (Kuster and Toksöz,
1974). The Kuster and Toksöz formulation for effective moduli is comprised of expressions relating bulk and shear moduli to various inclusion shapes.
Many researchers have used Kuster Toksöz to model rock properties. Tsuji and
Iturrino (2008) studied velocity-porosity relationships in oceanic basalt. They showed
that there is pressure dependence on velocity and porosity that can be described
through a crack aspect ratio spectrum. Cerney and Carlson (1999) used Kuster
Toksöz to model total porosity that is represented by cracks to model P- and S-wave
velocities in basalt. Both used (Cheng and Toksöz, 1979) method of using measured
velocities to invert for an estimation of the aspect ratio spectrum of a rock. Smith
et al. (2009) used Kuster Toksöz to model velocities in low porosity, low permeability
sandstones. Using multiple pore types with different aspect ratios, Smith et al. (2009)
was able to fit both a saturated P-wave and S-wave.
The equation is developed based on scattering theory for each inclusion type. The
various inclusion shape equations can be mixed and summed to represent a combination of inclusion shapes (minerals).

(KKT

N
Km + 34 µm X
=
xi (Ki − Km )P mi
− Km )
KKT + µm
i=1

(µKT − µm )

N
X
µm + ζm
=
xi (µi − µm )Qmi
µKT + ζm i=1
µm 9Km + 8µm
ζm =
6 Km + 2µm

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
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KKT and µKT are the Kuster Toksöz modeled bulk and shear moduli, respectively.
Km and µm represent the bulk and shear moduli of the mineral, respectively. These
values are computed from the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average. The bulk and shear moduli of
the inclusion are represented by the subscript i. The bulk moduli of the inclusions are
computed from the NIST calculator. A gas or fluid cannot support a shear modulus,
so they are set to zero. The coefficients P mi and Qmi describe the effect of the
inclusion material given its defined shape, Equations 2.9 - 2.12. The α in Equations
2.11 and 2.12 represents the aspect ratio of the penny-shaped cracks.
Km + 34 µm
Ki + 43 µm
µm + ζm
Qmi
spheres =
µi + ζm
Km + 34 µi
=
Ki + 43 µi + παβm

mi
Pspheres
=

mi
Ppennycracks

Ki + 32 (µi + µm )
8µm
1
(1
+
+
2
)
Qmi
=
pennycracks
5
4µi + πα(µm + 2βm )
Ki + 43 µi + παβm
(3Km + µm )
βm = µ
3Km + 4µm

(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)

These expressions were derived using long-wavelength first-order scattering theory. There are assumptions and limitations to this formulation. 1) The cavities are
assumed to be isolated and do not support fluid flow, this is much like high frequency
ultrasonic laboratory measurements in which pore pressure equilibrium is unattained,
resulting in an unrelaxed measurement. 2) It is assumed that the rock is isotropic,
linear, elastic with idealized inclusion shapes limited to dilute concentrations.
I relate the inclusion shape type and volume concentration to the measured ultrasonic data using measured values from other experiments. The porosity was mea-
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sured at different confining pressures for all three samples during permeability measurements as shown in Table 2.5. The mercury porosimetry results in the pore size
distribution, yielding ratio estimates of spherical inclusions and penny crack inclusions at atmospheric conditions. For B1, the ratio is 73% pores to 27% fractures. B2
is 83% pores to 17% fractures. B3 is 72% pores to 28% fractures. The only variables
left unknown are the aspect ratio of the penny cracks and the ratio of cracks to pores,
which is dynamic and will change as differential pressure increases. The estimation
for spheres alone over predicted the measured data by up to 40%. The values calculated for 100% cracks could be adjusted vertically by changing alpha, but was a
constant value. It only seems logical to try a dynamic ratio of pores to cracks that
changes with pressure.
There are two approaches to fitting the data. The first is that I fit this model
to the measured data for a dry rock by changing the ratio from 83 percent spherical inclusions and 17 percent penny cracks at atmospheric conditions to 88 percent
pores and 12 percent cracks at 17 MPa differential pressure. I then fit the aspect
ratio to the dry data using an α of 0.0394 for B1, 0.0234 for B2, and 0.0289 for B3
(Table 2.8). I then changed the bulk modulus of the inclusion from dry to both water
and supercritical carbon dioxide. The Kuster and Toksöz model fits the measured
bulk modulus for all three rocks (Figures 2.16 - 2.18). However, this theory only fits
the measured bulk modulus data. The shear modulus is over predicted for the alpha
above (Figure 2.19).
I also modeled a partial saturation scenario. In the previous scenario, the only
adjustable parameter was alpha, the aspect ratio, allowing only one combination of
parameters to fit. When another adjustable parameter is added, the number of models
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Sample/pressure 3.447 (MPa)
B1 φ (%)
19.50
B2 φ (%)
13.90
B3 φ (%)
16.45

6.8947 (MPa) 10.342 (MPa) 13.795 (MPa) 17.237 (MPa)
19.16
18.50
18.42
18.40
13.80
13.70
13.59
13.52
16.13
15.84
15.65
15.52

Table 2.7: The decreasing porosities due to increasing pressure used in the Kuster
Toksöz modeling. These data were taken from permeability measurements
Sample/pressure (MPa)
3.447
6.8947
10.342
13.795
17.237
α
B1 (% pores)/(% cracks) 72.2/27.8 73.0/27.0 73.5/26.5 74.2/25.8 74.3/25.7 0.0394
B2 (% pores)/(% cracks) 83.0/17.0 85.0/15.0 86.0/14.0 87.0/13.0 88.0/12.0 0.0234
B3 (% pores)/(% cracks) 72.0/28.0 74.0/26.0 75.8/24.2 76.7/23.3 77.1/22.9 0.0289
Table 2.8: The decreasing ratio of cracks to pores due to pressure used in the Kuster
Toksöz modeling. These parameters were estimated from the mercury porosimetry
data.

able to fit the data increases. With a combination of air and fluid in the pores, the
bulk modulus drops, allowing for a higher percentage of pores to cracks. I use the
mercury porosimetry and the CT scans to verify the pores shape and aspect ratio
(Figure 2.22), as well as the ratio of pores and cracks of the fully saturated model are
correct.
The second method was to fit the modeled saturated bulk modulus and the shear
modulus of my samples to my measured values, but I was unable to match my modeled
dry bulk modulus to my measured values simultaneously (Figures 2.20 and 2.21). I
was able to fit the modeled bulk modulus of dry, CO2 , and water saturated to their
measured values.
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Figure 2.16: The Kuster Toksöz model for rock B1 displaying the bulk modulus versus
the differential pressure. The lines are the modeled data, and the symbols are the
measured data.
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Figure 2.17: The Kuster Toksöz model for rock B2 displaying the bulk modulus versus
the differential pressure. The lines are the modeled data, and the symbols are the
measured data.
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Figure 2.18: The Kuster Toksöz model for rock B3 displaying the bulk modulus
versus the differential pressure. The lines are the modeled data, and the shapes are
the measured data. There is not any data for water saturated B3.
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Figure 2.19: The shear modulus of the three rocks saturated with water as compared
to the modeled modulus when the model is fitted to the data in plots 2.16 - 2.18.
Notice that the model is not matching the measured data.
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Figure 2.20: Fitting the shear and saturated bulk moduli for sample B1. Notice how
the dry moduli does not fit for the same model parameters.
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Figure 2.21: Fitting the shear and saturated bulk moduli for sample B2. Notice how
the model for dry conditions does not fit.
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α =1

α = 0.5

α = 0.03

Figure 2.22: The Kuster Toksöz model is based on inclusion shape. Here is an example
of a CT scan showing the different shapes represented by the equations and observed
in my samples.
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2.5

Conclusions

Laboratory elastic wave data on basalt samples show the potential for monitoring
with seismic the substitution of CO2 for water in a reservoir. The rock velocity when
liquid supercritical CO2 replaces water as a saturating fluid decreases on average by
10% for both samples B1 and B2. The measured shear wave velocities are not sensitive to fluid changes. The Gassmann’s modeled water-saturated rock bulk moduli
proves inapplicable for my three core samples. The Gassmann-estimated bulk modulus consistently under predicts the measured ultrasonic bulk modulus. This under
prediction is likely due to a pore pressure disequilibrium at ultrasonic frequencies and
the measured porosity not representing the effective porosity. The Kuster Toksöz
model predicts the bulk modulus for both CO2 and water saturations but failed to
match the measured bulk and shear moduli under conditions. Fractures and compliant pores are present in these core samples and are interpreted from CT-scans,
mercury injection, and from the velocity dependence on differential pressure up to
17.2 MPa. For pressures between 10.3 and 17.2 MPa, the elastic rock properties of
the measured basalts are not pressure dependent, indicating that a large proportion
of cracks are closed in this pressure range.
In this Chapter, I have measured significant velocity changes as CO2 replaces
water. Although vesicular basalts might be interpreted as not being sensitive to
fluid substitution, it is the compliant pores and micro-cracks, still open at reservoir
pressures, which control the elastic response of the rocks. Because of this basalt
microstructure, Gassmann’s equation does not predict the velocities when there is
fluid replacement (see also Chapter 3). However, a high frequency theory such as
Kuster Toksöz integrated with petrography analysis predicts measured bulk modulus
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with fluids and pressure.
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CHAPTER 3:
BASALT CORE MEASUREMENTS AT
SEISMIC FREQUENCIES

3.1

Summary

Seismic surveys are typically conducted at frequencies between 5 and 150 Hz. These
geophysical methods can be used to monitor the movement of fluids in the subsurface.
In recent years, geological sequestration of CO2 has been proposed in basalt rocks.
In this Chapter, I analyze changes in elastic rock properties on basalt core at seismic
frequencies that result from fluid substitution of supercritical CO2 for water. The
data are acquired by using a stress-strain apparatus that applies a stress on the rock
at frequencies between 2 and 2000 Hz. The resulting rock strain, in the order of
10−6 , is converted into moduli and velocities. I observe that there is a significant
decrease in bulk modulus (K) when CO2 replaces water. However, the amount of
change in the rock’s bulk modulus from CO2 to water is frequency dependent, with
higher frequencies showing the greatest change. The dependence of K to frequency
(dispersion) is only significant when the basalt samples are fully-saturated with water.
The presence of cracks in the basalts are probably the largest reason for modulus and
velocity dispersion. These cracks are observed in the petrographic analysis and are
interpreted from changes in the elastic rock properties with differential pressure and
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frequency. Gassmann’s relation is applicable to the elastic measurements on these
three samples for frequencies lower than 20 Hz, and the under prediction of the
water-saturated bulk modulus at ultrasonic frequencies results from the dispersion in
the bulk modulus.

3.2

Introduction

Seismic waves from an active source propagate at a frequency between 5 Hz and
150 Hz. Depending upon the target depth and attenuation of the medium, seismic
wavelengths can reach over 100 meters long (Sheriff, 1973). Since my basalt samples
are up to 10 centimeters in length, I cannot directly propagate a wave at seismic
frequencies in the laboratory. Nonetheless, I can measure the deformation of a rock as
a response to an applied stress and estimate the elastic rock properties for frequencies
below 500 Hz.
The experiments in this Chapter are performed with a quasi-static stress-strain
apparatus at variable confining and pore pressure. The system applies a sinusoidal
stress to the sample at a frequency between 2 and 2000 Hz. By assuming a linear
stress-strain relationship and using Hooke’s law, the rock’s moduli and velocity are
estimated from the measured strain (Mavko et al., 2003). Measurements of velocity
with varying frequency is important because the elastic properties of rocks can be
frequency dependent. This frequency dependence is called dispersion. A propagating
wave causes fluid movement within the pores and changes the pore pressures. Depending on the frequency, rock and fluid properties at these pressures can return to
the initial equilibrium (relaxed state) or not. As frequency increases, the disturbed
fluid has less time to reach pore pressure equilibrium, resulting in a stiff measure-
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ment. One model for frequency dispersion involves pore to pore interaction through
fractures, the squirt flow model (Dvorkin et al., 1995). From these and other studies,
factors that contribute to changes in velocity due to frequency include, but are not
limited to, viscosity of the saturating fluid (Winkler and Nur, 1979), permeability
and porosity of the rock (Batzle et al., 2001), and percent of saturation (Wyllie et al.,
1962).
Stress-strain measurements to estimate elastic moduli of rocks are not new. Spencer
(1981) used low frequency laboratory techniques to determine stress relaxations in
sandstone, granite and limestone. He concludes that stress relations occur in fluid
saturated samples at low frequencies. Batzle et al. (2001) performed stress-strain
measurements on sandstones containing water, brine and glycerin. They show that
rock permeability controls frequency dependent seismic velocity, where low permeable samples have similar seismic velocities as ultrasonic measurements showing little
dispersion. Adam et al. (2009) used stress-strain measurements to estimate attenuation of compressional and shear waves in carbonates at seismic frequencies using
brine and liquid butane as saturating fluids. Many of these tests were performed on
carbonates or sandstones. Until recently, basalts have not been measured using low
frequency laboratory methods. Adelinet et al. (2010) used volumetric deformation
with confining pressure to conduct stress-strain measurements on basalts saturated
with dinitrogen and water. They observed that at low enough frequency (0.01 Hz),
the fluids have time to reach equilibrium and yield relaxed measurements, while at
higher frequencies, the velocity is greater. Cracks in the basalts were the main control on the observed dispersion, but the fluid may have also created physico-chemical
reactions with the rock.
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In Chapter 2, I discussed ultrasonic measurements and the applicability of models associated with predicting moduli changes due to fluid substitution. I want to
explore if there is moduli dispersion associated with CO2 and water on my basalt
samples while varying differential pressure. If no dispersion is observed, ultrasonic
measurements can be extrapolated to seismic frequencies. If the elastic properties are
frequency dependent, using ultrasonic data for seismic analysis should be done with
care. My goal is to understand how fluid substitution affects the rock moduli as a
function of frequency and the possible factors that control this dependence.
Gassmann’s equation (Gassmann, 1951) defines a relaxed state of fluid and pore
pressures. This relation is introduced in Chapter 2 and is used to predict rock moduli
changes due to fluid substitution. There I determined that my measurements at ultrasonic frequencies are at an un-relaxed pore pressure conditions and caused Gassmann
estimated moduli to consistently under predict measured moduli. This established
Gassmann’s relation as an inapplicable modeling technique at ultrasonic frequencies for the measured basalt samples. In this Chapter, I measure at low frequencies
(2.4-2000 Hz) the elastic properties of basalt samples to assess the applicability of
Gassmann’s relation at different differential pressures. The highest differential pressure resembles the in-situ reservoir conditions 1 Km in depth. To test the applicability
of Gassmann at low frequencies, I will model the saturated rock moduli from my dry
measurements and compare the estimates to my measured data.

3.3

Methodology

The apparatus I am using in the low frequency measurements is the same one as in
Chapter 2 from the Rock Physics Laboratory at the Colorado School of Mines. Here I
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expand on the details of the setup where for each pressure and fluid measurement, low
frequency data are acquired followed by ultrasonic measurements. The rock elastic
properties are measured by applying a sinusoidal stress and by measuring strain using
strain gauges (Figure 3.1). The assumption of linear elasticity holds true if strains are
less than 10−6 . Spencer (1981) showed that the strains measured with the described
apparatus are in the order of 10−6 or less. I measure three basalt samples dry and
saturated with CO2 and H2 O.
Four vertical strain gauges are glued to the aluminum standard at 90 ◦ angles. The
opposite two gauges are averaged to yield two data sets of strain on aluminum (εAl
11 ).
rock
Four vertical (εrock
11 ) and horizontal (ε22 ) strain gauges are glued to the sample,

and each opposing pair is averaged. The strain averaging is done by a Wheatstone
bridge. Figure 3.2 shows the measured strains on the rock and the aluminum standard.
Observe that the greatest deformation is in the vertical direction, and the strains on
the rock are in the order of 10−6 . Sample heterogeneity is interpreted from the data
spread for each pair of vertical gauges.
To estimate the elastic properties of my rocks, I assume my rocks are isotropic.
Under this assumption, I only need two elastic parameters. The two elastic properties
I directly estimate are the Young’s modulus (E) and the Poisson’s ratio (ν). E is
defined as the extensional strain to uniaxial stress:

σ11 = Eε11

(3.1)

The applied vertical (σ11 ) stress is unknown for both the aluminum standard and
the sample. However, the stress applied to both the aluminum standard and the
rock
Al
sample is the same, σ11
= σ11
. Thus, Equation 3.1 for the aluminum and the rock
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samples:

Al
σ11
= EAl εAl
11 .

(3.2)

rock
σ11
= Erock εrock
11 .

(3.3)

While the Young’s modulus of aluminum is known with EAl = 69 GPa, by assuming that the stress on the rock and aluminum are equal, these equations are set equal
to each other and solve for the Young’s modulus of the rock:

Erock = EAl

εAl
11
.
rock
ε11

(3.4)

The rock’s Poisson’s ratio (ν) is estimated by taking the ratio of horizontal and
vertical strain:
εrock
.
ν = − 22
εrock
11

(3.5)

Once the Poisson’s ratio and the Young’s modulus of the rock are estimated,
assuming my sample is homogeneous and isotropic, I can compute the rock’s shear
(µ) and bulk (K) moduli:
E
,
2(1 + ν)
E
K=
.
3(1 − 2ν)
µ=

(3.6)
(3.7)

The compressional (Vp ) and shear (Vs ) wave velocities are estimated by using the
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bulk and shear moduli and the density of the rock.

Vp =

v
u
uK
t

+ 34 µ
,
ρb
s

Vs =

µ
.
ρb

(3.8)
(3.9)

Samples are measured dry and fully saturated with either CO2 or H2 O. Pressures
are varied, the confining pressure was 11.7, 15.1, 18.6, 22.1, and 25.5 MPa, and the
pore pressure was held constant at 8.7 MPa, yielding differential pressures of 3.4,
6.9, 10.3, 13.8, and 17.2 MPa. The laboratory setup is the same as that shown
in Figure 2.7. Data is processed to filter and estimate error in the data. Figure 3.3
shows measured data (non filtered) as symbols and filtered data as dots for the watersaturated sample B2 at 17.2 MPa. I fit a line to the data and calculate the square root
of the variance to estimate measurement error. Observe that at higher frequencies
the smoothed data might be influenced by the KHz resonances. Thus it seems that
Ksmooth does not fit ultrasonic measurements, which are also plotted as symbols.

3.4

Results and Discussion

The bulk and shear moduli were estimated from the strain measurements of each
rock B1, B2 and B3. Samples B1 and B2 have measurements dry and saturated with
CO2 and water. Sample B3 has dry and CO2 saturated measurements only. The
measurements were taken at a frequency range of 2.42 - 2042 Hz. Figures 3.4 and 3.5
are the measured bulk and shear moduli as a function of frequency. Next, I will
discuss the change of moduli with fluid, differential pressure and frequency.
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Figure 3.1: The apparatus used in the low frequency measurements. The plot shows
an example of the strain measurements caused by a sinusoidal stress. Figure from
Adam et al. (2009)
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First, the change from a dry measurement and CO2 measurement had little effect
on the bulk modulus due to the fact that CO2 is a compressible fluid. When the
samples are saturated with water, the bulk modulus increases by up to 80% for high
frequencies. Large increases in K result from a lower fluid compressibility of water
compared to CO2 .
Second, Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show that for samples B1 and B2, the bulk modulus is
dispersive when the samples are saturated water. In my basalt samples, the saturating
fluid affected the bulk modulus significantly more than the shear modulus. For watersaturated measurements of sample B1, the bulk modulus increased from 22 GPa at
2.042 Hz to 36 GPa at 2042 Hz. The water-saturated bulk modulus measurements of
sample B2 increased from 36 GPa at 2.042 Hz to 53 GPa at 2042 Hz. These numbers
represent a 63% and 47% increase in bulk modulus with frequency.
Finally, Figure 3.8 shows the dry bulk and shear moduli of sample B2 at increasing
differential pressures. As the confining pressure increases, the compliant fractures and
pores close, increasing the moduli of the rock. Most of the small fractures close at 10.3
MPa. The difference in bulk moduli from a differential pressure of 3.4 to 10.3 MPa
at 100 Hz is 6 GPa, while the difference in moduli at the same frequency from 10.3 to
17.2 MPa is 2 GPa. This shows that the increase in moduli diminishes as differential
pressure increases due to a decrease in compliant cracks available to close.
In Chapter 3, I tested the applicability of Gassmann’s relation on ultrasonic frequencies. I found that at ultrasonic frequencies the water could not reach pore pressure equilibrium, causing an un-relaxed measurement. This caused Gassmann’s moduli estimation to consistently under predict the measured values. Here I again test
the applicability of Gassmann’s relation, but this time at lower frequencies. The bulk
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Figure 3.3: Sample B2 saturated with water at a differential pressure of 17.2 MPa.
The solid diamonds are the measured value of bulk modulus. The dots are smoothed
moduli estimates. The shear measured and smoothed are also plotted as open triangles and x symbols.
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modulus of the water saturated rock is modeled from the dry measurements. The
rock and fluid model parameters are the same as Chapter 3. I find that at frequencies
about 20 Hz and lower, Gassmann’s relation accurately predicts the measured bulk
modulus of samples B1 and B2 saturated with water Figures 3.4 and 3.5.
I also test Gassmann’s relation on the velocity estimates. The bulk and shear
moduli measurements were converted to velocities using Equations 3.8 and 3.9 and
plotted for both samples B1 and B2, Figures 3.6 and 3.7. I observe Gassmann estimations to be applicable below 20 Hz. The shear velocities show a small change due
to a density increase from fluid substitution.
Basalt is a difficult rock to image using seismic methods due to its high scattering
properties (Pujol and Smithson, 1992). However Khatiwada et al. (2012) determined
that a change of 5% in the compressional wave velocity in a basalt layer can be resolved
using coda wave interferometry. Their analysis is based on modeling borehole seismic
methods in a basalt-sediment sequence from the Columbia River Basalt. Based on
this modeling example, I interpret that the measured velocity changes of 5 to 10%
due to CO2 substituting water could be resolved in the field.

3.5

Conclusions

In this Chapter, I measure the bulk and shear moduli for three basalt cores at low
frequencies by using a stress-strain methodology. The first observation is that water
saturated samples show significant dispersion, with a change in bulk modulus up to
63% from 2 to 2000 Hz. However, dry and supercritical CO2 saturated basalts do not
have dispersion effects on the rock moduli.
The bulk modulus decreases an average of 14% at low frequencies (20 Hz) and
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Figure 3.4: Basalt sample B1 saturated with water, CO2 , and at dry conditions at a
differential pressure of 17.2 MPa. The bulk (solid symbols) and shear moduli (open
symbols) are plotted with frequency. Note the dispersive properties of the water saturated measurement. “H2O modeled”is the bulk modulus for the rock saturated with
water modeled using Gassmann’s equation. Error bars are one standard deviation of
the error.
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Figure 3.5: Basalt sample B2 saturated with water, CO2 , and at dry conditions at a
differential pressure of 17.2 MPa. The bulk (solid symbols) and shear moduli (open
symbols) are plotted with frequency. Note the dispersive properties of the water saturated measurement. “H2O modeled”is the bulk modulus for the rock saturated with
water modeled using Gassmann’s equation. Error bars are one standard deviation of
the error.
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Figure 3.6: Basalt sample B1 saturated with water, CO2 , and at dry conditions at a
differential pressure of 17.2 MPa. The compressional (solid symbols) and the shear
(open symbols) wave velocities are plotted versus frequency. The error bars are 12 σ.
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Figure 3.7: Basalt sample B2 saturated with water, CO2 , and at dry conditions at a
differential pressure of 17.2 MPa. The compressional (solid symbols) and the shear
(open symbols) wave velocities are plotted versus frequency. The error bars are 12 σ.
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Figure 3.8: The bulk (solid symbols) and shear (open symbols) moduli of sample
B2 in dry conditions are plotted versus frequency. Separate differential pressures are
plotted to show the pressures at which the compliant pores and cracks close. The
increase in moduli due to increasing confining pressure is smaller from 13-17 MPa
than the change from 3-6 MPa.
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80% at higher frequencies (1000 Hz) when CO2 substitutes water for samples B1 and
B2. The change in K with fluid substitution depends on the amount of frequency
dispersion in K for water-saturated basalts. Therefore, the decrease in bulk modulus
with fluids is variable because it depends on the frequency at which the measurements
are performed. The frequency dependence of the bulk modulus results from pore
pressure disequilibrium mostly due to open cracks and compliant pores in the basalts.
The existence of cracks is validated from measurements of bulk and shear moduli
with variable confining pressure. As the compliant cracks and pores close, the rock
behaves stiffer, and the moduli increase. The larger changes of elastic parameters
with frequency are for differential pressures between 3 and 10 MPa, with smaller
effects for pressures ranging from 10 to 17.2 MPa.
I study Gassmann’s relation as a rock physics model to predict elastic rock parameters for different fluids in basalt. Gassmann’s equation applicability is analyzed
with frequency. At frequencies lower than 20 Hz, Gassmann’s relation accurately
predicts the rock’s water-saturated bulk moduli and P-wave velocity computed from
dry measurements. This initial study shows the possibility of applying Gassmann’s
relation to predict and invert fluids saturation from surface and borehole seismic data
recorded over a CO2 sequestration scenario in basalts.
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CHAPTER 4:
TIME-LAPSE LASER ULTRASONIC
MEASUREMENTS ON BASALT
MINERALIZATION

4.1

Summary

The ability to image a plume and monitor the progression of mineralization is important in determining the reservoirs evolution. Here I quantitatively determine the
elastic changes in three basalt samples as they undergo reactions with carbonic acid
at reservoir conditions. Ultrasonic waves are recorded on dry samples at 0, 15, and
30 weeks of the reaction process. All three samples show an increase in velocity over
time as carbonates precipitate in the rock’s pore space. Petrography analysis shows
the presence of carbonate minerals in the pore space supporting the increase in wave
velocity.

4.2

Introduction

The mitigation of anthropogenic CO2 at large point sources is suggested as an option
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In Iceland, the Carbfix project involves isolating geothermally co-produced CO2 and re-injecting it into basalt reservoirs (Gislason
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et al., 2010). Basalt as a host rock has the potential to provide a permanent CO2
trap. The liquid CO2 mixes with the formation water to form carbonic acid which
then dissolves minerals and volcanic glass to release metal cations, and these together
precipitate as carbonates (Matter et al., 2009). The process involving CO2 laden
water dissolving minerals in basalt and precipitating as carbonates has been tested
in laboratory environments. Schaef et al. (2010) placed crushed basalt samples from
the United States, India and South Africa in solutions of carbon dioxide and water
for 3 years. All of the samples dissolved minerals releasing metal cations that later
precipitated as carbonates. However, no direct correlation between basalt composition and dissolution/precipitation was concluded in this study. Giammar et al. (2005)
analyzed forsiterite in a solution of CO2 and water and used batch tests to observe
the formation of secondary carbonates in as little as 72 hours. McGrail et al. (2006)
observed significant carbonate mineralization on Columbia River Basalts in just 32
weeks. Rogers et al. (2006) observed a natural CO2 sequestration analog in a basalt
hosted petroleum reservoir. Secondary carbonate formation was widespread in veins
and pores within the basalt reservoir due to existing CO2 . These laboratory experiments focused mainly on the geochemistry aspect, constantly monitoring dissolution
rates, pH, concentration of cations in solution, and precipitate makeup. Also the laboratory experiments up to date have only been performed on crushed basalt samples
focusing on geochemistry. In this chapter, I analyze the reaction between carbonic
acid and whole core basalts.
Carbonic acid is the combination of carbon dioxide and water and dissociates into
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bicarbonate and hydrogen:

CO2 + H2 O *
) H2 CO3 ,

(4.1)

H2 CO3 *
) HCO3− + H + .

(4.2)

Divalent metal cations in the water can precipitate as carbonates as follows:

(Ca, M g, F e)2+ + H2 CO3 → (Ca, M g, F e)CO3 +2H + .
|

{z

carbonate minerals

(4.3)

}

The reaction in equation 4.3 will only occur if the hydrogen ions are consumed
by a different reaction. The following equations show two of several reactive basalt
minerals consuming the free hydrogen and releasing new divalent metal cations into
the water (Gislason and Hans, 1987; Matter et al., 2007). These free cations will then
react with the CO2 -water mixture (equation 4.3) to precipitate as carbonates:

M g2 SiO4 +4H + → 2M g 2+ + H2 O + SiO2(aq) ,
|

{z

f osterite

CaAl2 Si2 O8 +8H + → Ca2+ + 2Al3+ + 4H2 O + 2SiO2(aq) .
|

{z

(4.4)

}

(4.5)

}

Ca−plagioclase

The mineralization occurs in the fractures and voids in the basalt, which stiffens
the rock, resulting in higher moduli and ultrasonic velocities. With laser ultrasonics,
I measure the velocity of the direct and surface waves. Velocities are expected to increase if secondary carbonate minerals are forming within the basalt. My experiment
uses full basalt cores focusing on velocity changes due to mineralization. If there is a
significant enough increase in P- and S-wave velocities then it may be feasible to use
seismic methods to monitor the progression of mineralization and migration of the
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CO2 plume.

4.3

Methodology

I use laser ultrasonics measurements to record time lapse shot gathers for three basalt
samples. A Spectra Physics pulsed Nd:YAG source laser creates ultrasonic waves by
thermoelastic expansion of the sample at the point of illumination. The receiver laser
is a Bossa Nova TEMPO interferometer that measures the displacement of the sample
at the spot size of the receiver beam in the direction of the beam. A full description
of the instruments is described by Blum et al. (2010). Keeping heterogeneity and
anisotropy in mind, I keep the same source location throughout the duration of the
experiment and scan the full length of the core using a Velmex computerized X-Y
translation system. Baseline bench measurements are taken while the samples were
dry and at atmospheric conditions. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.1.
Cylindrical samples have a dimension of 2.54 cm in diameter and a length of 3.8 cm.
The source is 1.7 cm from the samples edge. The receiver laser measures absolute
particle velocity every 0.245 mm averaging 256 times for each trace for a total of 144
traces for each sample and reaction time interval.
The three samples were then placed in a vessel that had a vacuum applied to
remove air. A bath of CO2 and tap water was added using 40 ml of water and
9.7 grams of CO2 that gives a mixture of 5.5 mol/L. Conditions were controlled to
represent a basalt reservoir at 1 Km depth (100 ◦ C and 8.3 MPa) where the CO2 is
in supercritical condition. The samples were removed from the vessel after 15 weeks,
dried, and the waveforms remeasured using laser ultrasonics. The samples were placed
back into a bath of 60 ml of water and 14.6 grams of CO2 for an additional 15 weeks
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Figure 4.1: The different wave paths in a cylindrical sample caused by the thermoelastic expansion of the source laser.
at 5.53 mol/L. Water chemistry was collected and analyzed at 15 and 30 weeks. The
vessel water was compared to a baseline solution consisting of 50 grams of crushed
basalt in 200 ml of tap water. Finally, the pH was monitored in the vessel during the
first 15 weeks. Petrographic analyses were performed on the samples before and after
mineralization for baseline and 30 weeks. These data are integrated with the elastic
rock measurements to understand carbonate precipitation in basalts in the presence
of carbonic acid.
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Figure 4.2: Shot gather for the baseline measurement of sample B2.

4.4
4.4.1

Results

Elastic Measurements

The basalt samples were measured using laser ultrasonics at room conditions. Measurements were made before placing them in a vessel representing reservoir conditions
(baseline measurements). I removed the samples from the vessel at 15 and 30 weeks
and repeated the measurements to analyze changes in velocities. First I will summarize the changes in the direct arrivals of the compressional wave. Shot gathers
for sample B2 dry at reaction time intervals baseline, 15, and 30 weeks are shown in
Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, respectively.
The first arrival times were picked per trace on each reaction time interval. Figure 4.6 are the direct arrival times for sample B2 as a function of source-receiver
offset. The first arrivals represent the one-way flight time of the compressional wave
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Figure 4.3: Shot gather for the 15 week measurement of sample B2.
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Figure 4.4: Shot gather for the 30 week measurement of sample B2.
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Figure 4.5: The first arrival picks of all three time intervals for sample B1.
or P-wave. The calculated mean change in velocity for sample B1 was 4.8% for 0 to
15 weeks and 7.8% for 15 to 30 weeks. The calculated velocity change for sample B2
from 0 to 15 weeks is an increase of 5.1%; from 15 to 30 weeks, the calculated velocity
change was an additional increase of 4.3%. For sample B3, the increase in velocity
from 0 to 15 weeks was 10.4% and for 15 to 30 weeks was 11.5%.
Next I study the change in coda wave. Coda waves are made up of the strongly
scattered waves in the tail of a seismogram (Snieder, 2006). Coda waves sample the
rock for a much longer time. The travel time (t) for a wave in a medium that has a
velocity v is

t=

Z
P

1
ds.
v

(4.6)
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Figure 4.6: The first arrival picks of all three time intervals for sample B2.
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Figure 4.7: The first arrival picks of all three time intervals for sample B3.
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Assuming a small velocity change along the path P , a Taylor expansion can be performed, and assuming the small velocity perturbation is constant over space, it can
be written as (Khatiwada et al., 2012):

∆v
∆t
=−
.
t
v

(4.7)

To find the coda waves, I filter out the high frequency waves and focus on the
lower frequency waves (80000-90000 Hz). Because coda waves are mostly dominated
by surface waves, the velocity change measured with these waves can be interpreted
as S-waves (Vsurf ace = 0.9 Vshear ) and used to estimate the change in velocity. I do
this by cross correlating my baseline measurements with my 15 week measurements.
Then I cross correlate my 15 week data with my 30 week data. Figures 4.8 - 4.10 show
this procedure. First, filtered traces are compared in Figure 4.8 with the coda at 15
and 300 weeks arriving earlier than the baseline measurement. Figure 4.9 and 4.10
are the cross correlation results for 0-15 and 15-30 weeks for sample B2. The change
in velocity over time is estimated from the slope of these fits (Equation 4.7). For
sample B1, I observe a 0.9% change in the shear wave velocity from 0 to 15 weeks
and a 2.2% change in shear wave velocity from 15 to 30 weeks. Sample B2 shows an
increase of 1.4% from 0 to 15 weeks and 1.7% from 15 to 30 weeks. Sample B3 had an
increase of 1.6% from 0 to 15 weeks and 1.7% from 15 to 30 weeks. The end results for
time lapse changes both compressional and shear wave as a result of mineralization
are shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.8: Coda wave arrival for sample B2. Observe how arrival time decreases for
each time step.

Sample S-wave 0-15 weeks S-wave 15-30 weeks P-wave 0-15 weeks P-wave 15-30 weeks
B1
+0.9%
+2.2%
+2.0%
+7.1%
B2
+1.4%
+1.7%
+2.5%
+8.3%
B3
+1.6%
+1.7%
+9.3%
+13.0%
Table 4.1: The changes in P- and S-wave velocities determined from direct arrivals
and coda wave interferometry, respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Cross correlation of waveforms at 0-15 weeks in Figure 4.8. The decrease of 1.4% in travel time represents a increase of 1.4% in velocity for the 15 week
measurement of sample B2.
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Figure 4.10: Cross correlation of waveforms at 0-15 weeks in Figure 4.8. The decrease of 1.7% in travel time represents a increase of 1.7% in velocity for the 30 week
measurement of sample B2.
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4.4.2

Rock Analyses on Mineralized Samples

The petrographic analysis is useful for understanding what causes the elastic changes
I observe in my basalt samples. CT scans give a detailed image of the density distribution inside of my samples before and after the mineralization. Figures 4.11 to 4.13
are CT scan images of the three basalts in the study, where the precipitated minerals
after 30 weeks are noticeable on the walls of the vesicles and pores highlighted in
red. Plagioclase crystals with an average density of 2.68 g/cc are easily recognizable
in the images as the dark gray elongated shapes, while white colors represent olivine
and pyroxene crystals. The gray levels of these images can be qualitatively compared
before and after reaction to the gray density of plagioclase and pyroxenes-olivine.
Precipitates circled in red in Figure 4.12, show a gray level similar to plagioclase;
thus they could be interpreted as calcite or dolomite due to their densities, 2.7 g/cc
and 2.83 g/cc, respectively. However, in Figure 4.11 and 4.13, I observe higher density
mineral precipitates that could be interpreted as higher density carbonates such as
magnesite (3.0 g/cc) or siderite (3.75 g/cc). Some dissolution is also observed from
CT scan images; see for example the longitudinal pore in the center of Figure 4.11.
The resolution of the CT scans in the order of 30 microns so the images do not show
mineralization in the smaller fractures or pores.
The CT scans were also used to estimate porosity changes due to mineralization
(see Chapter 2 for methodology). I estimate a decrease in porosity of from 17.04%
to 16.01% in sample B1 and a decrease from 16.71% to 15.6% in sample B3 due to
mineralization. In contrast, sample B2 showed an increase of from 12.8% to 13.3% in
porosity; this may be due to two possible factors: 1) the CT scan data can not resolve
precipitates in the small fractures and pores, which B2 had more than samples B1
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Sample k(mD) before
B1
1.12
B2
0.16
B3
1.32

k(mD) after
0.32
N/A
0.09

φ(%) before
18.08
13.52
15.16

φ(%) after
17.28
N/A
13.03

Table 4.2: Helium permeability (k) and porosity(φ) data; k has been corrected for
gas slippage. Measurements were performed with a confining pressure of 17.2 MPa

and B3, and 2) the samples were also not precisely stationed to measure an identical
volume, and image pixel size for samples at 30 weeks were half the size of pixels for
baseline measurements. To confirm these computational CT-porosity estimates, I will
compare my results with helium porosity and permeability measurements.
Table 4.2 summarizes the porosity and permeability measurements at 17.3 MPa
performed before and after 30 weeks of mineralization. The permeability decrease
after reaction was substantial in all three samples, even rendering sample B2 unmeasurable. I interpret the significant decrease in permeability to the mineralization
occurring partly in the small fractures that act as conduits for moving fluids. The
porosity decreased in both B1 and B3, which agree with computed porosity from CT
scan images.
Examination of thin sections of the mineralized samples confirmed that new minerals had precipitated along the walls of many of the vesicles (Figures 4.14 to 4.17) as
well as some of the smaller pore spaces and cracks (Figure 4.16). Although I could not
identify the specific kind of minerals present in the precipitate, it is very likely that
they belong to the carbonate group based on their crystal habit and optical properties. These properties include: 1) the rounded (botryoidal) habit of the minerals
lining the vesicle; 2) the very high relief observed in the plain polarized light, with
distinct variations in relief as the stage is rotated; and 3) the extreme interference
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colors observed in the cross polarized light. To assist in identification, there was a
stain applied to the thin sections, Alizarin Red and K-ferricyanide. Alizarin Red
(pink in the thin sections) is used to identify calcite, while K-ferricyanide (blue in
the thin sections) stains carbonates rich in magnesium or iron, In Figure 4.15 there
is a zoomed view of the secondary precipitate, it is clear that there has been some
K-ferricyanide absorbed revealing a carbonate with an iron/magnesium composition.
XRF analysis before and after mineralization is summarized in Tables 2.3 and 4.3.
This analysis shows little, because sample size sent for analysis may have been too
small to be representative of my rock. The changes I see could be from a higher
ratio of groundmass in the untreated sample, which result in greater values for Fe,
Ti, K, and P. The treated sample chip may have contained a higher ratio of crystals
of plagioclase, olivine, and pyroxene, which would result in greater values for Ca, Al,
and Mg in the analysis. The differences in composition between treated and untreated
samples may be partly related to dissolution and precipitation during the experiment,
but they are masked by differences caused be different crystal-groundmass ratios.
However, the Loss On Ignition (LOI) in Table 4.4 experiment can be indicative of
carbonates. All three samples after 30 weeks have a loss of mass when heated to 950 ◦
C, meaning that some portion of the sample was volatile. Heiri et al. (2001) shows that
in the presence of carbonates, when a rock sample is significantly heated, carbonates
become volatile, and the sample loses mass, measured as a positive LOI number.
When LOI was performed on the baseline samples, they actually gain mass due to
an oxidation reaction. Finally, the XRD measurements were not able to distinguish
carbonates when comparing samples from baseline and after 30 weeks, mostly because
their detection resolution is greater than 1-1.5% volume, and the precipitate in my
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Figure 4.11: CT scan images of sample B1 baseline (top) and 30 week after reaction
(bottom). Red highlights represent some of the vesicles that show mineral precipitation.
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Figure 4.12: CT scan images of sample B2 baseline (top) and 30 week after reaction
(bottom). Red highlights represent some of the vesicles that show mineral precipitation.
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Figure 4.13: CT scan images of sample B3 baseline (top) and 30 week after reaction
(bottom). Red highlights represent some of the vesicles that show mineral precipitation.
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Figure 4.14: Thin sections in plane-polarized light for sample B2 and B3 before and
after 30 weeks. The blue represents epoxy filled pore space, the elongated rectangular
shaped minerals are plagioclase. In the thirty week samples the secondary minerals
are evident on the walls of the vesicle
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Figure 4.15: Thin sections in plane-polarized light for sample B2, top left, and bottom,
after 30 weeks. Notice the secondary minerals filling the void space in the top left
image. The round precipitate in the bottom left image is zoomed, and the blue
K-ferricyanide dye is visible. The top left image is sample B3.
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Figure 4.16: Thin section for sample B1 in plane-polarized light with an example of
a precipitate forming in the small cracks of the sample.

Figure 4.17: Thin section of B2 with plane-polarized light 10x magnification. The
precipitated minerals are clearly present on the wall of the vesicle and interpreted as
carbonates.
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Oxides %
B1
B2
B3

SiO2 Al2 O3
46.34 15.38
45.98 13.36
45.82 14.36

Fe2 O3
15.55
16.72
16.70

CaO MgO Na2 O TiO2
9.28 6.91
2.59
2.93
9.05 6.73
2.45
3.57
9.24 6.76
2.51
3.32

K2 O MnO P2 O5
0.70 0.20 0.70
0.86 0.22 0.91
0.77 0.21 0.81

Table 4.3: Rock oxide composition estimated from XRF measurements in weight
percent after mineralization. Notice the similarity between all 3 samples.
LOI %
B1
B2
B3

Before After
-1.55
0.42
-0.59
0.56
-1.06
0.46

Table 4.4: Loss on ignition is a measurement that heats up the rock and measures
mass lost. Carbonates can be burned which results in a loss of mass.

samples seem to correspond to that volume from the thin section point count.
Water chemistry and pH were analyzed to monitor basalt dissolution. Figure 4.18
is the pH of the water-CO2 mixture in the pressure vessel from zero to 15 weeks
(P∼8.3 MPa, T=100◦ C). At time zero, the pH is that of a water-CO2 mixture at high
pressure and temperature (∼ 3.2, (Meyssami et al., 1992)), but as time increases, the
pH of the solution also increases due to the increase in metal cations in the water.
These cations are coming from the dissolution of basalts with carbonic acid (McGrail
et al., 2006; Schaef and McGrail, 2009) and change the solution from an acid to slightly
base. Element dissolution in monitored by analyzing the water at different stages of
the reaction with a inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS). First,
baseline water is tap water mixed with 60 g of crushed basalt. Because tap water is
initially not in equilibrium with the basalt, over time the interaction of basalt-water
at room conditions releases cations into the water (Figure 4.19). Figure 4.20 shows
data for elements measured in water extracted from the reactor vessel at 15 and
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Figure 4.18: The pH of the water-CO2 mixture in the pressure vessel during reaction.
30 weeks (solid symbols). When data for each time step baseline and vessel are
compared, I observe that there is an increase in metal cations from the dissolution
of basalt with carbonic acid (compare the same symbol open and closed). However,
aluminum (27Al) and calcium (44Ca) decrease in concentration from baseline water
to reactor water, especially after 30 weeks. The decrease in cation concentration of
these elements in the water could indicate that aluminum and calcium are combining
with carbonic acid to precipitate as carbonates. The fact that other elements are
not lower in concentration that the baseline water does not mean that they are not
precipitating as minerals, they still might, but either in lower concentration, or there
is greater cation concentration than demand to form a precipitate.
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Figure 4.19: The water chemistry of the baseline water, which was basalt chunks
soaked in tap water at room conditions. The mean estimates of element concentration;
the error bars are 3 times the standard deviation of the measurement. If this error is
smaller or equal to the symbol size, the error bar is not plotted.
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Figure 4.20: The water chemistry of the baseline water as well as water taken from
the vessel at 15 and 30 weeks. The mean estimates of element concentration; the
error bars are 3 times the standard deviation of the measurement. If this error is
smaller or equal to the symbol size, the error bar is not plotted.
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4.5

Discussion

The CT scan images offer a detailed look inside the rock without damaging the integrity of the sample. From these I can compute porosity and have a visual conformation on where the mineralization is occurring. To get a close look at the mineralization
on a smaller scale, I turn to the thin sections. The thin sections also provide us with
a hypothesis that the dissolved cations initially come from the groundmass, because
the olivine, pyroxene, and plagioclase show little signs of alteration. Thin sections
show carbonates in the shape of amygdules or simply lining the pore space. The
fact that permeability was significantly reduced after 30 weeks hints at the fact that
cracks, the rock’s fluid conduits, have also been filled.
The increase in seismic velocity due to mineralization as observed from direct arrivals and coda waves is sensitive to compliant pores and fractures. Spherical vesicles
are difficult to compress by the passing wave, and thus fluids or precipitate in the
pore space have a small influence in velocity. From CT-scan images, thin sections, and
permeability measurements, I observe or interpret that the smaller more compliant
pores have been altered with new carbonate precipitate. This is in agreement with
the significant velocity changes observed on the three basalt cores. Finally, sample
B3 for which I measure the greatest velocity change also had the largest porosity
reduction of 17%.

4.6

Conclusions

When my basalt samples were placed in a pressure vessel filled with supercritical
CO2 and water, constituents of the rock were dissolved and precipitated in the form
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of carbonates. After thirty weeks, the P-wave velocities increased an average of 12%
for sample B1, 9% for sample B2, and 20% for sample B3. The surface wave velocities,
which propagate at velocities near the shear wave, increased by 2.3% for sample B1,
3.4% for sample B2, and 3.6% for sample B3. The thin sections and CT scans
show minerals precipitating in the cracks and vesicles. Before and after permeability
measurements show a decrease from 1.1 mD in sample B1 to 0.3 mD and 0.15 mD
in sample B2 to an unmeasurable point. Sample B3 showed similar results, with a
decrease from 1.3 mD to 0.09 mD. Porosity also decreased due to mineralization B1
losing an absolute 1% and B3 losing 2%, while B2 was unmeasurable. The XRF
and XRD results gave little information on the types of minerals that were actually
precipitating, but thin section analysis shows that new carbonate minerals formed as
a result of the treatment. The Loss On Ignition experiment shows that there is mass
being lost, probably due to carbonates being heated and becoming volatiles. The
velocity results of my samples showed that the mineralization is not only occurring
but creates a large enough velocity contrast that geophysical methods such as seismic
may be used to image the plume of injected CO2 once it has mineralized.
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CHAPTER 5:
CONCLUSIONS

I separately investigated two countering effects on elastic waves when injecting supercritical CO2 into a water-saturated basalt reservoir. First, I studied the effects of
super-critical CO2 substituting water on the elastic properties of basalt samples for
differential pressures ranging from 3.4 to 17.2 MPa. Secondly, I studied how mineralization due to carbonic acid-basalt reactions change velocities and the physical
properties of basalt. I quantify the rock’s modulus and velocity for these two processes
and conclude that based on the analysis of the samples in this work, monitoring the
injection of CO2 in a basalt reservoir is potentially feasible with field seismic methods.
Fluid substitution experiments were performed at ultrasonic (106 Hz) and seismic
(2-2000 Hz) frequencies. At ultrasonic frequencies, I observed that fluid substitution
of CO2 for water caused a -10% change in P-wave velocity. The S-wave velocity was
affected by less than 1% by fluid substitution, as the shear modulus is insensitive
to fluids. The increase in confining pressure causes compliant fractures and pores
to close, resulting in higher P- and S-wave velocities, with most of the velocity increase happening for pressures between 3 and 10 MPa. I test the applicability of
Gassmann’s relation for fluid substitution at ultrasonic frequencies and observed a
consistent under prediction of the measured velocity and bulk modulus for watersaturated basalts. I also tested a high frequency model, the Kuster-Toksöz model,
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which proved to accurately predict the rocks’ bulk modulus for both CO2 and watersaturated measurements, when fit to the dry rock data. However, the model failed
to simultaneously predict the shear modulus under the same modeling parameters.
The improvement in fit for Kuster-Toksöz model was achieved by incorporating data
from mercury injection porosimetry, thin sections, and CT-scan images by combining
spherical pores with penny-shaped cracks.
The bulk modulus and P-wave velocity from 2 to 106 Hz show a large dependence
on frequency (dispersion) for water-saturated basalt. However, the shear modulus
for basalts saturated with water and the bulk and shear modulus for rocks dry and
saturated with CO2 do not show dispersion. Similar to ultrasonic measurements,
confining pressure increased the rock’s velocity and modulus. Most of the increase
in bulk and shear moduli with pressure occurred from 3 to 10 MPa, indicating a
significant amount of cracks or compliant pores in the samples. Finally, Gassmann’s
fluid substitution equations predicted the measured bulk modulus and P-wave velocity
of water saturated samples at frequencies below 20 Hz. I therefore conclude that
the fact that Gassmann’s equation under predicted the measured bulk modulus at
ultrasonic frequencies resulted from the violation of one of the theory’s assumptions
that the pore fluids pressures are in equilibrium. The observed dispersion in the
water-saturated basalt samples probably results from pore pressure disequilibrium
induced by a passing wave. As wave frequency increases, there is less time for the
fluid to equilibrate, resulting on a stiffer rock as probed by the propagating wave.
Carbonate mineralization in the pore space of basalts was achieved by placing
the samples in a high pressure vessel containing a CO2 -water mixture at 100◦ and
8.3 MPa. Wave velocity in the samples is measured before the reaction begins and
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at 15 and 30 weeks. Petrographic analysis is also repeated at 30 weeks to correlate
the changes in physical properties to wave velocities. The P-wave velocity increased
by an average of 13% over 30 weeks, estimated from direct arrivals, while coda waves
measured an increase in wave velocity by 3% on average. The rock porosity after
30 weeks decreased by an absolute 0.8% to 2.2% (or 7% and 17% change) for samples
B1 and B3, respectively. The rock permeability decreased by 70% and 93% for these
two samples. Sample B2 was unmeasurable after 30 weeks, as the precipitate probably
blocked the initially low permeability (0.14 mD). I observe that there is a correlation
between the largest velocity change for B3 with significant porosity reduction. Mineral
precipitation occurred in compliant pores and cracks because velocity is most sensitive
to this type of pore shapes rather then spherical vesicles. This observation is validated
by CT-scan images and thin sections. XRD and XRF analysis probably did not have
the volumetric resolution to show the presence of carbonates in the basalt samples.
Finally, thin sections after 30 weeks show significant mineral precipitation for all
three rocks. Based on mineral birefringence, color, and shape, the minerals are interpreted as carbonates mostly in the form of amygdules. The blue-tinted carbonate
minerals suggested that the carbonates can have iron and magnesium composition.
From the thin sections, minerals do not seem altered, suggesting that most of the
basalt dissolution might be coming from the basalt groundmass.To my knowledge,
this is the first study to observe carbonate mineral precipitation on whole rock samples from carbonic acid-basalt reactions in the context of elastic and physical rock
properties. The data and analysis in this work can be expanded to seismic wave
studies in other basalt geological environments where CO2 -water mixtures can alter
the rock properties (e.g. volcanoes, geothermal fields, and sub-sea basalts).
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APPENDIX A:
TRACE ELEMENTS TABLE AND CODE
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Oxides %
B1
B2
B3

Cr2 O3
0.03
0.03
0.03

SrO BaO
0.03 0.08
0.03 0.08
0.04 0.07

Table A.1: Rock oxide composition estimated from XRF measurements in weight
percent, the trace elements not included in the first table.
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clear all
close all
n=146; % no. of traces along the sample
nt=10000; % no. of time samples
%% Rock 1:
%fid1 = fopen(’/pal/pal_data/experiments/10−12−20/scan4_Data/data_0.bin’,’r’);
%fid2 = fopen(’/pal/pal_data/experiments/11−07−22/scan1_Data/data_0.bin’,’r’);
%fid3 = fopen(’/pal/pal_data/experiments/11−12−19/scan1_Data/data_0.bin’,’r’);
%% Rock 2:
fid1 = fopen(’/pal/pal_data/experiments/10−12−20/scan5_Data/data_0.bin’,’r’);
fid2 = fopen(’/pal/pal_data/experiments/11−07−22/scan2_Data/data_0.bin’,’r’);
fid3 = fopen(’/pal/pal_data/experiments/11−12−19/scan2_Data/data_0.bin’,’r’);
%% Rock 3:
%fid1 = fopen(’/pal/pal_data/experiments/10−12−20/scan2_Data/data_0.bin’,’r’);
%fid2 = fopen(’/pal/pal_data/experiments/11−07−22/scan3_Data/data_0.bin’,’r’);
%fid3 = fopen(’/pal/pal_data/experiments/11−12−19/scan3_Data/data_0.bin’,’r’);
%% read and remove possible DC noise:
for i = 1:n
data1(i,:) = detrend(fread(fid1,[1 nt],’float’),’constant’);
data2(i,:) = detrend(fread(fid2,[1 nt],’float’),’constant’);
data3(i,:) = detrend(fread(fid3,[1 nt],’float’),’constant’);
end
fclose(fid1)
fclose(fid2)
fclose(fid3)
%% mute out the trigger noise in the first 300 samples:
data1(:,1:300) =0;
data2(:,1:300) =0;
data3(:,1:300) =0;
%% resample here, and keep only the good traces:
resamp=10; % only need every tenth sample

data1 = data1(30:115,1:resamp:nt);
data2 = data2(30:115,1:resamp:nt);
data3 = data3(30:115,1:resamp:nt);
dt = 1e−8*resamp; % sampling rate
Fs = 1/(2*dt); % Nyquist frequency
[n nt] = size(data1);
%% design a bandpass filter:
hh=90000/Fs; % high cut
hl=80000/Fs; % low cut
[b a] = butter(3,[hl hh]);
%% define a window that is n dominant periods
mnperiod = round(1/((hl+hh)/2)); % the average period in samples
m = 5; %% number of periods in a window
winsize = m*mnperiod; %% length of the window in samples
dwin = floor(1*mnperiod); %% shift for the windows
nwin = floor(((nt)−winsize)/dwin); %% number of windows to do xcor
%% filter (along the right dimension!):
data1_filt=filter(b,a,data1’)’;
data2_filt=filter(b,a,data2’)’;
data3_filt=filter(b,a,data3’)’;
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%% find coda changes for traces between tr=1 and tr=n=146:
for tr=1:n
for j = 1:nwin
win = (1:winsize) + (j−1)*dwin;
% baseline to 15 weeks:
srch=round(mnperiod); % we xcorr from −srch to +srch
[C LAGS] = xcorr(data2_filt(tr,win),data1_filt(tr,win),srch);
[Y,I] = max(C(1:srch)); % only consider a speeding up: checked, the rest are
outliers
shft1(tr,j) = LAGS(I);
% 15 to 30 weeks:
[C LAGS] = xcorr(data3_filt(tr,win),data2_filt(tr,win),srch);
[Y,I] = max(C(1:srch));
shft2(tr,j) = LAGS(I);
end
end
%% plotting the coda separation, and the fit in microsec:
figure
plot((floor(winsize/2)+(1:nwin)*dwin)*dt*1e6,mean(shft1)*dt*1e6,’kx’)
p1=polyfit((floor(winsize/2)+(1:nwin)*dwin)*dt*1e6,mean(shft1)*dt*1e6,1);
yfit=polyval(p1,(floor(winsize/2)+(1:nwin)*dwin)*dt*1e6);
hold on
plot((floor(winsize/2)+(1:nwin)*dwin)*dt*1e6,yfit)
xlabel(’Time (\mu s)’)
ylabel(’Dt (\mu s)’)
axis tight
legend(’0−15 wks’,strcat(’dv =’,num2str(p1(1)*−100,’%4.1f’),’%’))
%% plotting the coda separation, and the fit:
figure
plot((floor(winsize/2)+(1:nwin)*dwin)*dt*1e6,mean(shft2)*dt*1e6,’kx’);%,std(shft2)
*dt*1e6,’kx’);
p2=polyfit((floor(winsize/2)+(1:nwin)*dwin)*dt*1e6,mean(shft2)*dt*1e6,1);
yfit=polyval(p2,(floor(winsize/2)+(1:nwin)*dwin)*dt*1e6);
hold on
plot((floor(winsize/2)+(1:nwin)*dwin)*dt*1e6,yfit)
xlabel(’Time (\mus)’)
ylabel(’dt (\mus)’)
axis tight
legend(’15−30 wks’,strcat(’dv =’,num2str(p2(1)*−100,’%4.1f’),’%’))
%% check robustness 0−15
figure;plot(shft1)
%% check robustness 15−30
figure;plot(shft2)
%% plot traces:
figure
plot((1:nt)*dt*1e6,data1_filt(50,:),’k’)
hold on
plot((1:nt)*dt*1e6,data2_filt(50,:),’r’)
plot((1:nt)*dt*1e6,data3_filt(50,:),’b’)
legend(’Baseline’,’15 weeks’,’30 weeks’)
%title(’Rock2’)
xlabel(’Time (\mu s)’)
ylabel(’Amplitude (arbitrary units)’)
figure
plot((1:nt)*dt*1e6,data1(80,:),’k’)
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hold on
plot((1:nt)*dt*1e6,data2(80,:),’r’)
plot((1:nt)*dt*1e6,data3(80,:),’b’)
legend(’Baseline’,’15 weeks’,’30 weeks’)
%title(’Rock2’)
xlabel(’Time (\mu s)’)
ylabel(’Amplitude (arbitrary units)’)

Figure A.1: The Matlab code filtering and calculating the coda wave changes.

